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Women, as the original homemakers, are credited with
meeting daily needs through the resourceful use of collateral
materials—for example, warm clothing made from the skin
of a mate’s kill. Gail Enns, curator of The New Domestics:
Finding Beauty in the Mundane at the Monterey Museum
of Art, gathered artists that she felt continue this legacy of
transformation, reconfiguring the discarded, overlooked, or
ordinary into necessary statements about women reworking
their traditional roles and the environment they inhabit.
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Temple Sisters Bitch (Sampler Series) 2018, mixed media,
paper, 22″ x 28″. Bottom: detail.

Judy Shintani Deconstructed Kimono 2018, vintage kimonos, ceramic and wooden altars, individual kimono, altar 7′ x 2″. Photo: Nic Coury,
Monterey Museum of Art.

It is a holistic mindset that yields the complete transformation
of materials or routines that are undervalued (or that we are
otherwise blind to). “Finding” in the show’s subtitle indicates
resourcefulness through proactive discovery. Like the
familiarity a homemaker has with their realm, these artists have
deeply examined their inspirational matter, and sussed out its
potential. Through destruction, accumulation, reconstruction
and repurposing, the artists in this show subversively create
something out of our daily nothings to examine and challenge
values traditionally assigned to the domestic realm.

oppression. Shintani cuts printed motifs from vintage
kimonos, collecting the trimmings in porcelain bowls
presented as solemn offerings under the hanging ragged
garments, with the hope of liberated regeneration.
The Temples destroy and reconfigure with allusion to
embroidery samplers. These potent works layer fragments
of lace, photographs and handwriting—each one featuring a
parchment embossed with a misogynistic term. The tension
between delicacy and rawness in the exhibited works points
at an underlying rage that seeks to instigate a revolution.

Working from materials with blatantly female connotations,
the Temple Sisters and Judy Shintani begin with
fragmentation to sever and subvert traditions of female

Susan Abbott Martin and Maria Porges take once-prim
books and familiar devices and subject them to playful yet
intricate interventions through the lens of absurdity. In one
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Susan Abbott Martin Days of the Week/Sculpture 2018, mixed media sculptures, clockwise from bottom left: Friday: Shopping, Thursday: Gardening,
Wednesday: Cleaning, Saturday: Cooking, Tuesday: Ironing, Monday: Washing, Sunday: Resting, dimensions vary. Photo by the artist.

grouping of her multifaceted work, Abbott Martin starts
with iconic domestic tools such as rake, broom, and picnic
basket that she renders either functionless or bizarrely overfunctional. A broom’s binding receives additional decorative
stitching, while its bristles are bound into useless clumps.
Is it giving the finger? Elsewhere, a picnic basket reveals an
AstroTurf interior, dominos bound to its handles. In Porges’
case, clever engineering and angled saw cuts transform the
burdensome but beautiful collection of her grandmother’s
books of classic literature into a dynamic array of humorously
threatening implements. The occasional exposed page of
black letter or etched illustration belie a history of decorum.
Not without levity, these works hold a charge of frustration of
all that is expected of their keepers.

Maria Porges Booktoys, tools and weapons 2018, books, hardware,
paint, dimensions vary. Photo: Nic Coury, Monterey Museum of Art.
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Katherine Sherwood alludes to repurposing on a number of
levels. Her totemic Healers from the Yelling Clinic are crudely
rendered figures pieced by vertically stacked canvases with
thick arterial networks of paint where printed scans of
her own brain stand in for eyes, heads, breasts. The fabric
extensions of materials that at times come across as gaudy,
accentuate their imposing, even “saucy,” presence. These
cobbled together beings exude a scrappy dignity in their raw
expression with minimal means.
The notion of accumulated stitches and their intentional
placement are common to works by Lisa Solomon and Mitra
Fabian, though their scale and materials differ radically.
Solomon explodes the Japanese tradition of stitching 1000
French knots onto a sash for a soldier going into battle,
Senninbari, into 1000 masses of beautifully dyed knotted rope.
Fabian, in a more contemporary vein, uses surplus resistors
as stand-ins for beads to adorn custom-made ceramic vessels
and then as individual stitches in dense geometric patterns
on paper. In each case the artist has taken forms from
stereotypically male enterprises and reconstructed them
with feminine tenderness and circumspection.

Lisa Solomon Senninbari [1000 knots] 2017, rope,
hand-dyed, tied, 9′ x 25′ x 6″. Courtesy of Walter Maciel
Gallery. Photo: Victoria May.

Kathleen Sherwood Healers from the Yelling Clinic 2018, digital prints, acrylic and latex paint, canvas, fabric, dimensions vary. Photo: Nic Coury,
Monterey Museum of Art.
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Victoria May Fixation 2018, stitched tire inner tubes, found fabrics, dimensions vary. Photo: Nic Coury, Monterey Museum of Art.

In this era of relative material abundance but not of time,
to engage traditional handwork in the reinvigoration of
items is often viewed as a waste of time. To make or rework
something from a relative nothing can become a powerful
statement. Each artist in the exhibition recognizes an area
or situation in our world that requires awareness, that
needs restoration. Through simple, elegant, yet radical
reconfigurations they illuminate new relationships with
materials that we see, wear, touch, and use every day—
urging viewers to give fresh acknowledgement to domestic
crafts and those who ply them.
The exhibition is traveling and will be on display at San
Joaquin Delta College in Stockton, CA, March 7–22, 2019.
—Victoria May, an avid advocate for material re-use, uses surplus
materials and stitching as the basis for mixed-media sculpture
and installation that addresses the tenderness and absurdity in
the human condition. She exhibits internationally and teaches
and works in the San Francisco Bay Area. vicmay.com

Mitra Fabian Frequency 2018, resistors, archival foam core, 16″ x 18″.
Photo by the artist.
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